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Robust crop physiological modelling could become an
essential tool in explaining crop behaviour using
insights from functional genomics. Current crop models
can predict crop performance over a range of environmental conditions. Recently, quantitative trait loci (QTL)
information has been incorporated into crop models,
which has shown the potential for narrowing genotype–
phenotype gaps and for applying QTL-based models to
the analysis of genotype-by-environment interactions.
For further progress, the model structure must be
upgraded to allow more physiological feedback features
to be incorporated. Model input parameters should be
designed to be grounded potentially in gene-level
understanding. Integration of crop modelling into
genetic and genomic research should enhance the future
position of crop physiology in ‘plant breeding by
design’.
Many crop traits are quantitative, complex and controlled
by multiple, interacting genes. The molecular marker
technologies, available since the 1980s, enable the
variation in these traits to be dissected into the effects of
QUANTITATIVE TRAIT LOCI (see Glossary) [1]. New breeding
approaches such as marker-assisted selection [2,3] and
‘breeding by design’ [4] have emerged with the progress of
QTL mapping.
Intrinsic complexities (polygenic control, EPISTASIS and
GENOTYPE-BY-ENVIRONMENT INTERACTIONS) complicate the
manipulation of quantitative crop traits. Existing QTLanalysis methods do not have the precision required to
handle these complexities. Without increasing population
sizes, little increase in reliability can be achieved [5].
Support from other disciplines is required. Functional
genomics, systems biology and CROP PHYSIOLOGY can jointly
improve genetic analysis and breeding efficiencies.
Functional genomics aims to discover the function of all
genes. Advances in DNA microarray profiling techniques
[6] demonstrate the power of high-throughput studies of
multiple gene expression in unravelling developmental
processes. Also, proteomics and metabolomics profile
many gene products in parallel and reveal gene regulation
events. Recent studies have considered gene expression
values from microarray profiling for a segregating population as conventional quantitative traits in QTL mapping
[7,8]. This combined analysis can unravel the genetic
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network and elucidate epistasis, which is often found in
phenotypes with interactive and interrelated metabolic
and ontogenetic pathways [2]. Understanding the regulation of plant metabolism can provide new avenues for
breeders to increase crop yields [9]. Genomics-based
approaches and marker-assisted selection allow a

Glossary
Alleles: variant forms of a gene at a particular location on a chromosome.
Cell modelling: mathematical representation of (sub-)cellular systems, by
integrating multifaceted information on various levels of the plant systeome
from high-throughput technologies, to achieve a mechanistic prediction of the
dynamics and behaviours of plant cells and tissues on the basis of understanding of how the different biological layers interact to form higher functional
units such as coordinated pathways, regulatory network, or complex structure.
CentiMorgan (cM): genetic map unit (1 cM corresponds to 1% recombination
per meiosis).
Crop model: assembled mathematical algorithms to represent crop growth
processes as a whole system. Through simulation (usually on a daily basis), a
crop model translates input conditions (environmental variables, management
practices and genotype-specific coefficients) to an ultimate output crop trait
(usually crop yield) via quantifying environmental responses of its underlying
physiological processes. Several adjectives (such as ‘process-based’,
‘dynamic’, ‘mechanistic’, ‘deterministic’, ‘ecophysiological’) are often used to
demarcate crop models from empirical relationships between crop yield and
environmental variables established by statistical regression analysis of
experimental data.
Crop physiology: the science that studies the life processes of plants in a crop
stand as influenced by environmental (abiotic or biotic), management and
intrinsic factors and by inter-plant relationships.
Epistasis: Expression of a gene depending on the status of the other gene(s). In
genetics, it is specifically defined as the interaction between alleles of different
genes (non-allelic or intergenic interaction), as opposed to dominance, which is
the interaction between alleles of the same gene (interallelic or intragenic
interaction). In an ordinary linear model for the effect of multiple genes on a
quantitative trait, epistasis is expressed as interactive terms, following the
linear terms for the additive effects of the individual genes.
Genetic coefficients: see ‘model input traits’.
Genotype-by-environment interaction (G!E): The phenomenon that the
relative performance of genotypes varies with environmental conditions. It is
attributed to the dependence of expression of underlying genes or QTL on
environments (QTL!E).
Leaf area index: the index used by crop physiologists to indicate the size of the
crop canopy. It refers to the ratio of the total area of all green leaves to the area
of the ground on which the crop grows.
Model input traits: also named ‘genetic coefficients’; a set of input parameters
of a crop model, representing genotype-specific characteristics within a crop.
Modular: the property that sub-modules are ‘insulated’ so that a change or
failure in one sub-module does not affect or spread to other parts of the model.
Pleiotropy: multiple effects of a single gene that affects more than one trait.
Quantitative trait locus or loci (QTL): Genomic region(s) responsible for the
variation of a trait whose phenotypic values show a continuous distribution on
a quantitative scale.
Recombinant inbred lines (RIL): a population of homozygous individuals that is
obtained by repeated self crossing from an F1 hybrid and that contains w50% of
each of the parental genomes in different combinations.
Specific leaf area (SLA): an index to indicate leaf thickness, measured as the
ratio of leaf area to leaf dry biomass weight.
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better design of trait-specific genes and enhance plant
breeding [10].
With the rapid progress of genomics, systems biology
has emerged to combine complex datasets into useful
mathematical models mimicking living cells and organisms in silico [11]. Plant systems biology is essential in
understanding plant behaviour and for increasing crop
production to meet the growing demands for food and
energy [12].
However, to make genomics work for real-world
challenges by manipulating complex traits at the crop
level, the science of crop physiology is also required,
provided that its traditional quantitative approach is
strengthened. Recent studies [13–15] have demonstrated
that crop physiology using CROP MODELS can reinforce the
QTL analysis of complex traits, thereby improving breeding efficiency and enhancing genetic design. When QTL
information is incorporated into crop models, the models
should narrow genotype–phenotype gaps and become
better tools for analysing the genotype-by-environment
interaction (G!E) and therefore should play a pivotal role
in the knowledge chain of plant biology in the future. To
promote this novel role of crop physiology, robust model
structures, new algorithms and input parameters are
required. Current crop models can predict crop performance over a range of environmental conditions [16] but are
poor in predicting genotype-by-environment interactions
[14]. Here, we discuss the opportunities for developing
current crop models into tools that can use insights from
functional genomics to explain crop behaviour, and
incorporate and translate the information from systems
biology to crop processes.
Modelling instruments in crop physiology and their
added value in genetics
Crop physiology was originally a qualitative, experimental science [17]. It evolved because of the need for
instruments that could combine increasing quantities of
experimental data. Crop modelling (Figure 1) emerged in
the mid-1960s with the pioneering work of Cornelis de Wit
[18], who introduced systems theory [19,20] and simulation methodologies [21] into crop physiology.
In modelling research, quantitative algorithms are first
developed for individual processes, often based on specific
experimental findings. When individual algorithms are
assembled into a model, the model can assist in understanding crop behaviour by increasing knowledge about
the underlying processes and can guide further experimental research to increase understanding of crop growth
at the process level [22]. This heuristic role of crop models
and the interplay between experimentation and modelling
should guide crop physiology research in the future.
Although current crop models do not simulate the effect
of genes, their potential in assisting crop improvement has
been realized for years [22]. Indeed, crop models can
predict a complex trait by dissecting it into its component
attributes and quantifying its underlying component
processes. The component attributes correspond to
MODEL-INPUT TRAITS or parameters – one set of parameters
representing one genotype [23]. Therefore, crop models
have the potential to assess a complex trait at a higher
www.sciencedirect.com
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organizational level, via integrating the information
known about processes at the lower level. Research to
explore the use of crop modelling in plant breeding has
ranged from designing new plant types [16,24] to
suggesting options to improve selection efficiency [25].
However, studies in which crop physiology and modelling
are integrated into active genetic and breeding programmes are rare. Thomas Sinclair et al. [26] have
identified only three cases where a physiological approach
has been applied to develop cultivars: improved water use
efficiency of wheat, heat stress tolerance of cowpea and
soybean nitrogen fixation tolerance to water stress.
If crop physiology and genetics are combined judiciously, crop physiology and modelling research can
reinforce the genetic analysis of complex traits, thereby
improving breeding efficiency. Several recent case studies
have shown that new knowledge of crop physiology is
already showing some promising results. These case
studies include: (i) the dissection of a complex trait into
component traits based on insight into the ecophysiology
(Box 1); (ii) physiological phenotyping of traits having a
developmental behaviour (Box 2); and (iii) resolution of
G!E (Box 3). Below, we highlight the approach used in
the resolution of G!E because of the importance of G!E
in crop physiology and genetics [17].
Because crop models represent causality between
component processes and yield, they can predict crop
performance beyond the environments for which the
model parameters were estimated. This singular property
allows the models potentially to resolve G!E into
underlying processes on a daily basis and predict crop
performance in any environment. This model-based
approach comprises the following steps.
(i) Create a crop model that predicts complex traits based
on relations between elementary processes and environmental variables.
(ii) Evaluate the capability of the model to predict the
complex trait across a wide range of G!E combinations.
(iii) Identify QTL for model-input traits using a genetic
QTL approach.
(iv) Develop a QTL-based model whereby the original
values of model input traits are replaced by QTL-based
inputs.
(v) Validate the QTL-based model across environments.
QTL-based modelling was first used to predict barley
(Hordeum vulgare) grain yield [13,14]. It showed that
current crop models need to be improved to predict yield
differences among relatively similar RECOMBINANT INBRED
LINES. More recently, a similar analysis was conducted for
simpler traits: leaf elongation rates in maize (Zea mays)
[15] and flowering time in barley (Xinyou Yin et al.,
unpublished), demonstrating the potential of this
approach (Box 3).
Fulfilling challenges of crop physiology
The success of the studies on maize leaf elongation and
barley flowering time indicates the potential of using the
QTL-based modelling approach to predict more complex
traits such as yield. Current crop models have to be
improved in algorithm structure and input parameters to
achieve the level of resolution needed to predict G!E for
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Box 1. Dissection of a complex trait into component traits
Potentially, numerous genes contribute to the genetic variation
of a complex trait; however, the number of quantitative trait loci
(QTL) detected for a trait is rarely more than eight [5]. Instead of
looking for the QTL for a complex trait, determining the QTL for
its underlying component traits might give more useful information. Using a recombinant inbred line (RIL) population of
Hordeum vulgare, Xinyou Yin et al. [41] dissected barley yield
into the three components: number of spikes per unit area,
number of grains per spike and grain weight, which when
multiplied together give grain yield. Almost all QTL for yield
were found at the position of or in close proximity to QTL for its
component traits. Several QTL for component traits were not
detected when yield itself was subjected to QTL analysis (Table
I). Component analysis can provide insight into how differences
in the complex trait come about and how the same gene affects
different components. It is possible that a QTL can be found for
a complex trait but not for its components when the effects of
the QTL on the individual components are small but aggregate
to be of sufficient significance for the complex trait.
The power of component analysis can be strengthened by a
simultaneous study on ontogenetic traits. Zhou et al. [42] dissected
the pre-heading period in rice (Oryza sativa) into two additive
components, vegetative and panicle-development phases, and
showed that more QTL could be detected based on the two additive
components. In cereal crops, periods that determine spike number,
kernel number and kernel weight match vegetative development,
panicle-development and kernel-filling phases, respectively [29].
Dissection of yield into its components combined with component
analysis of the whole crop ontogeny should, therefore, provide a better
insight into how the genetics of plant development affects crop
performance.
The other merit of component analysis is its ability to manifest an
epistatic effect of component-trait QTL on grain yield because yield is
the product of its three component traits. Use of three components
means a three-way (trigenic) epistasis on yield. Because epistasis is
often found in phenotypes that are the result of nonlinear
interactions among multiple component processes integrated over
ontogenetic stages [2], a more physiologically based embodying of
epistasis is to use a robust crop model. Scott Chapman et al. [25]
showed that complex epistatic effects on yield were generated even
though individual genes had been defined as simple additive effects
on component model-input traits.

Table I. Position of QTL on different chromosomesa
Chromosome

Yield

Spikes

Grains

Grain
weight

2
3
5
6
1
1
2
2
3
4
4
4
5
7
7

126.0
126.4
62.7
57.4
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
126.4
–
–
–
–
68.4
–
–
7.6
76.7
–
–
–
–

130.7
126.4
–
–
54.4
–
–
95.7
65.0
–
–
138.1
96.3
77.8
–

–
–
64.4
47.4
–
109.3
68.4
–
72.2
–
–
–
–
–
95.7

a
The figures in columns 2–5 of this table indicate positions on a molecular
marker map in CENTIMORGANS [13] (counted from the upper terminal marker of the
chromosome concerned), of QTL identified for barley yield and its three
component traits (reproduced, with permission, from Ref. [41]). QTL shown in
bold are common or closely linked, the remaining data represent additional
QTL that were not identified when yield itself was subjected to analysis.
‘–‘ indicates that there are no QTL identified for those traits on those
chromosomes.
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such complex traits [27–29]. Model algorithms and
structure should capture the conservation and balance of
water, crop carbon and nitrogen assimilations (Figure 1);
input parameters should reflect the differences between
genotypes. This concept is analogous to quantitative
genetics whereby the common feature of the parental
lines is described by the general mean and the difference is
attributed to additive and other types of gene effects. It is
also analogous to QTL analysis whereby only QTL that
relate to differences between parental lines are identified
whereas the effects of other QTL – at which parents carry
the identical ALLELES – are attributed to the constant term
of the QTL statistics.
Improving model algorithms and structure
To upgrade algorithms for model components, photosynthesis and transpiration have been studied extensively.
Robust analytical algorithms [30] for photosynthesis and
transpiration can enhance numerical stability and computational efficiency. Although further improvement is
necessary, progress has recently been made in developing
robust algorithms for respiratory costs [31] and LEAF AREA
INDEX [32].
Model algorithms should capture interactive responses to
environmental factors and allow all processes to be modelled
at a consistent level of detail. Crop growth is determined by
the functional balance of contrasting components (source
versus sink) or processes (e.g. carbon versus nitrogen
metabolism). Moreover, like any other system involving
cybernetic mechanisms [20], crop growth is associated with
many feedback features (e.g. apparent down-regulation of
Rubisco, the primary carboxylating enzyme for photosynthesis, under conditions of high carbohydrate status).
To represent realistic crop functions, models have to be
structured to embody the interactive physiological causes
that drive crop dynamics and generate these feedback,
balancing and interaction mechanisms.
Improving model input parameters
Determination of model input parameters for current
models often requires substantial destructive sampling of
field crop plants, which can involve large random errors
and requires large amounts of labour and crop material
[14]. Model parameters, known as ‘GENETIC COEFFICIENTS’,
should be defined in a genotype-specific and environmentindependent way, and should be readily and precisely
measured at the individual plant level. Model design
should also allow flexibility in parameters, which are
potentially grounded in gene-level understanding. Morphological traits (e.g. plant height under optimal growing
conditions) that are directly associated with physiological
events, are well suited as input parameters because ample
information is already available about their inheritance in
many species.
Incorporation of gene information into crop models is
increasingly receiving attention because of the rapid
progress of functional genomics. Stephen Welch et al.
[33] presented a quantitative model for transition to
flowering in Arabidopsis using a genetic neural network
approach based on qualitative working models [34]. The
approach could be extended to plant height and flowering
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Box 2. Physiological phenotyping of traits having a developmental behaviour
Most quantitative trait loci (QTL) studies focused on a crop trait record
at a fixed landmark stage, notably at flowering or maturity. However,
many traits (e.g. mass weight) have a temporal trajectory and their
final value is the consequence of the actions of many QTL expressed
during ontogeny. The mapping of dynamic traits is emerging as an
important research area because it is relevant for geneticists and
breeders to define the genetic architecture of growth traits [43].
Most studies on dynamic traits have been based on the direct use of
phenotypic data measured at sequential times [44,45]. Biometric
approaches have also been developed to detect dynamic QTL [46].
One tricky aspect for these analyses is the physiological age difference
at a phenotyping time among individuals of a mapping population
because their flowering or maturity day differed. A logical phenotyping should be conducted at the same physiological age for all
individuals. From a practical point of view, this is impossible if
phenotyping needs to be made at developmental stages (DS) that are
not marked by morphological changes such as flowering. Alternatively, a crop development model could be used to correct the
measured data for the same age. None of the studies cited above,

(a)

although aiming at gaining insight into the crucial role of development
on the analysed trait, considered this ‘age’ factor.
The importance of the ‘age’ factor was highlighted by an analysis of
time-dependent SPECIFIC LEAF AREA (SLA) in barley [47]. The SLA
was measured once at the same DS (i.e. at flowering) for all
individuals, and four times at specific days before flowering. When
the SLA of each measurement time was directly analysed, a major
dwarfing mutation, the denso gene mapped at 126 cM of chromosome
3, was found to affect SLA strongly at all pre-flowering times (Figure Ia
for 27 days after emergence), except at flowering. If the SLA of the
different individuals was re-scaled by a development model (in which
DS is defined as 0 at emergence and 1 at flowering) for differences in
physiological age, the effect of the denso gene was no longer
significant (Figure Ib for the DS 0.35). The effect of the denso gene
on the SLA detected in the first instance was therefore the artefact of
its PLEIOTROPIC effect on the pre-flowering duration (see inset in
Figure Ib). This analysis underlines the importance of applying crop
physiology and modelling in QTL analysis of traits having a dynamic
behaviour.

(b)
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Figure I. Plot of quantitative trait loci (QTL) likelihood (LOD) over chromosome 3 in barley. The trait is specific leaf area (SLA) measured at 27 days after emergence (a), and
the SLA corrected at the same developmental stage (DS) of 0.35 (b), which is roughly equivalent to the time of 27 days after emergence. Map position refers to
centiMorgans (cM) on a molecular marker map described in [13]. The LOD threshold for the presence of a QTL is 3.0 for this chromosome. The inset in (b) shows the LOD
profile on chromosome 3 for the pre-flowering duration, indicating the strong effect of the denso gene at 126 cM on this trait. Figure is modified, with permission, from
Ref. [47].

Box 3. Resolution of genotype-by-environment interactions
Manipulating quantitative traits is complicated by the genotype-byenvironment interaction (G!E) and the associated interaction
between quantitative trait loci and environment (QTL!E). In statistical
G!E models, the mean phenotype value of genotypes in each
environment is used as a measure of environmental quality [48].
Similarly, in statistical QTL ! E models [49], the phenotype with any
combination of QTL alleles of the mapping population is evaluated
within multiple environments. However, such a QTL model cannot
predict the phenotype across other independent environments
because it lacks an explicit environmental input. Although factorial
regression allows QTL!E to be expressed as a function of environmental variables [50], the approach does not account for temporal or
spatial variation of environmental variables in the crop, which can be
important for predicting G!E on a biological basis. This problem can
be circumvented by use of a novel, five-step approach (see main text),
in which ecophysiological modelling is combined with QTL analysis.
The following two examples show the power of this approach.
A model for maize leaf elongation rate was established as a linear
function of both meristem-air vapour pressure deficit and soil water
potential [15]. A QTL analysis was performed on the intercept and the
slopes of this model. Each parameter was then computed as the sum
www.sciencedirect.com

of QTL effects, resulting in QTL-based model parameters. Predicted
leaf elongation rates using original and QTL-based parameters were
comparable. Furthermore, for 11 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) and
parental lines not included in QTL analysis, the QTL-based model
accounted for 74% of the observed phenotypic variability, indicating
that the QTL-based model had a general value for any RIL within the
population under any environment.
Xinyou Yin et al. (unpublished) used a simple model for predicting
barley flowering time based on hourly air temperature and daily
photoperiod. Values of four model input traits were derived from a
photoperiod-controlled greenhouse experiment. The additive genetic
models were used to calculate QTL-based inputs. The QTL-based
model accounted for 72% of the variation among 94 RIL and 94% of the
variation among the two parents across eight field environments. The
QTL-based model predictions correlated well with those using original
parameter values (correlation coefficient rZ0.918; nZ768). Predicted
days using the QTL-based model also agreed with those predicted
from per field environment QTL analysis for days to flowering per se
(rZ0.891; nZ768), indicating that the model was capable of extrapolating (QTL-) information obtained in a controlled environment to
independent field environments.
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Figure 1. A scheme using standard Forrester’s [21] symbols (i.e. boxes are state variables, valves are rate variables, ellipses are intermediate variables, crossed small cycles
are environmental inputs, solid lines are flows of material and broken lines are flows of information) to represent a conceptual crop model that captures the conservation and
balance of energy, water, carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) assimilations. To understand crop production, one must examine the structure and dynamics of crop growth as a
system rather than the characteristics of its isolated parts. Drawing a diagram of their interconnections represents an important first step towards mathematical modelling to
understand crop system structures and predict crop dynamics. A crop model captures several physiological processes. Each process is quantified in relation to other
processes and to environmental factors. For model computation, the rate of change of processes is assumed constant during a short time-step (usually one day). Crop growth
rate at a time step is computed, depending on the actual crop status and current environmental conditions. The biomass formed in a time-step equals the multiple of growth
rate and the length of the time-step. This is added to the quantity of biomass already present. The growth rate is then re-calculated for the next time-step. Calculating growth
rates and updating the quantity of biomass are repeated in sequence until the entire growing season is predicted to end by the developmental sub-model. The quantity of
biomass is a state variable and the growth rate is its rate variable. Both tangible quantities (e.g. biomass weight, nitrogen content and leaf area) and abstract quantities (e.g.
development stage) can be considered as state variables. Biomass weight of plant organs is distinguished as a separate state variable; the partitioning of the newly produced
assimilates at each time-step is thereof described. The key issue in model development is to describe rate variables, for which one equation might not be enough and many
intermediate variables are introduced. Environmental variables as inputs to the crop model include climatic factors (e.g. radiation and temperature) and edaphic variables
(water and nutrient availabilities, which are influenced by management practices). Genetic coefficients are another type of model inputs but not shown in the diagram.

time in crops because the ‘Green Revolution’ genes [35]
and those for photoperiodism and vernalization [36] are
now well understood. Another candidate trait could be
photosynthesis, for which there is detailed quantitative
information about the biochemical pathways [37].

Towards a new generation of crop models
With the growing system-level understanding of links
between gene function and crop performance, the new
generation of crop models should have robust model
architecture, numerical consistency and stability,
enhanced heuristics and gene–action-based input. Such
models would greatly enhance our ability to translate
short-time scale gene-level information to the crop
performance in continuously changing field environments. This does not necessarily imply an increase in
the detail or the complexity of the model structure.
However, to speed up the development of model-inputs
based on gene-level understanding, models should be
‘MODULAR’, allowing incorporation of gene network information to the model one trait at a time.
www.sciencedirect.com

Crop physiology as a part of the knowledge chain from
gene to phenotype
High-throughput technologies have revolutionized experimental research, greatly expanded the fundamental
domain of plant biology and enhanced opportunities
generated by multidisciplinary integrated studies. Combining measurements of physiological components with
gene expression profiles should illustrate the function of
genes, biochemical pathways and cellular processes that
are affected in a coordinated manner. Such studies should
lay the groundwork for elucidating regulatory networks
and linkages among gene products, biochemistry and
whole-plant physiology. Systems biology [11,12] emerged
as a result of renewed recognition of systems theory [19,20],
aiming at synthesizing complex datasets into useful
mathematical models. Plant systems biology, as currently
defined, has largely overlooked the rich history of crop
modelling [38]. To fulfil real-world challenges for
increased crop production, the information available
from functional genomics and systems biology needs to
be taken to the crop level and crop physiology will have a
fundamental role in achieving this.
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Figure 2. The position of crop physiology in the knowledge chain of plant biology
when applied to the study of complex quantitative crop traits. Abbreviations: E,
environmental variables; G, genetic coefficients; M, management actions. Arrows
with a single arrow shaft indicate the scientific discipline that links the
organizational hierarchies. Arrows with a double arrow shaft indicate the inputs
or outputs of a model, for scaling of insights between levels of understanding. The
area indicated by a broken orange line indicates systems biology – which integrates
modern high-throughput experimental technology-based plant sciences. The area
highlighted in light purple indicates crop physiology. In both systems biology and
crop physiology, modelling plays a central role in integrating information across
levels of organization. Recent studies, in which DNA marker allelic variations are
coupled into crop models via quantitative trait loci (QTL), highlight the potential of
predicting genotype–phenotype relationships. Rapid development of functional
genomics and systems biology should generate new insights into the gene
functions and regulatory networks that underlie genetic variations. Coupling these
new insights into crop models to predict G!E!M for complex quantitative traits
should provide new opportunities to bridge gaps between genes and phenotypes
(phenomics). However, if systems biology modelling tools are to have a significant
impact on the design of complex crop traits, insights from crop modelling should
be used to enhance the integration of genomic technologies in crop improvement.

We propose an integrated research platform to apply
the results of genomic research to unravelling complex
traits at the crop level (Figure 2). A new generation of crop
models combined with systems biology studies should
enable us to narrow the gap between genes and complex
phenotypes significantly by integrating the knowledge at
lower hierarchies to predict field performance of crop
genotypes. The ‘G’ input component of crop models
provides the key link between crop physiology and
systems biology that combines the results from genetics
and functional genomics (Figure 2). This link provides a
powerful tool to study G!E!M, where ‘M’ refers to the
agricultural management practices modifying the
environment (e.g. fertilization and irrigation), to broaden
the original G!E concept. The five steps for QTL-based
modelling that are used to analyse G!E are still valid
here; but in this new framework, the ‘G’ component is
broadened to also include the information about the genes
and gene network elucidated by functional genomics.
The framework illustrated in Figure 2 underlines that
systems modelling is central to integration issues in plant
biology. CELL MODELLING as embedded in systems biology
www.sciencedirect.com
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can provide insight into biochemical regulation of coordinated pathways underlying physiological processes. Crop
models contribute to the higher integration level, directly
linking physiological processes to complex crop phenotypes. Crop physiology can contribute by linking cell
modelling with genotype-specific crop modelling. The key
insights from cell modelling can help to improve the
description of processes in crop models, and vice versa.
Through these integration steps, an entire knowledge
chain in plant biology can be established, thereby enabling
the gaps between variation in DNA sequences and
variation at the level of phenotype (phenomics) to be
narrowed. Unlike conventional quantitative genetics,
which is concerned with the direct association between
genes and complex phenotypes, the phenomics revealed by
the proposed approach considers the underlying processes
of the phenotype and their genetic and genomic basis. This
chain framework is valuable because complex crop
phenotypes with quantitative features and their response
to environmental variation cannot be understood and
predicted based solely on the genes specific to a single
macroscopic phenotype per se. Armed with the proposed
approach, crop physiology and functional genomics complement each other, enabling the in silico assessment of
crop responses to genetic fine-tuning under defined
environmental scenarios. Therefore, new exploitation of
the potential of traditional crop sciences can help to obtain
a realistic perspective on the much-touted potential
benefit to agricultural production from modern plant
functional genomics.
Conclusions
Advances in QTL analysis have led to a suggestion that
physiologists take a genetic approach to tackle difficult
physiological questions [39]. The examples shown in Boxes
1–3 suggest that crop physiology can assist geneticists in
unravelling complex traits. Geneticists and physiologists
have interests in common, such as G!E [17]. Traditionally,
physiologists cannot afford to carry out detailed experiments
on complex traits with many genotypes, whereas geneticists
working with many genotypes cannot afford to go into much
physiological detail. The rapid development of new research
instruments is providing scientists with opportunities to
work together more closely. This should result in more
insights into G!E, narrowed genotype-phenotype gaps,
and effective ‘breeding by design’. Future breeding paradigms could be characterized by multidisciplinary ‘joint’
efforts [26,40]. The joint activity could be used to create a
common platform for addressing complex questions, where
modelling would play a crucial role in integrating the
knowledge chain in plant biology at either the lower point
(systems biology) or the higher point (crop physiology). For
this to happen, scientists from crop physiology, molecular
genetics and genomics should rethink the research agenda
to create opportunities to make genomics work to increase
crop production.
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